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Three parts
1. The WSDOT story (in brief)
2. You
3. Looking forward
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Let’s talk blood pressure
Whoa
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“1000 individuals had their diastolic
blood pressure (DBP) measured on two
occasions: at ‘baseline’, X, and at
‘outcome’, Y”
“An arbitrary but common cut off of 95
mmHg is taken as being the boundary
for hypertension. Individuals are
labelled as being of one of three sorts:
hypertensive at both baseline and
outcome (labelled with a red +),
normotensive at both baseline and
outcome (labelled with a blue 0) and
hypertensive on one occasion and not
the other (labelled with an orange x).”

Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know
about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162, The
Journal of the European Medical Writers Association.
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Who would be picked for the medical trail ?

Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162, The Journal of the European Medical Writers Association.
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… the hypertensive patients

Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162, The Journal of the European Medical Writers Association.
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Blood pressure medication

Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162, The Journal of the
European Medical Writers Association.
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Blood pressure medication
“The consequence is that on average patients will
appear to improve even if the treatment is ineffective.
In fact, patients given placebo can be expected to
improve for reasons that are purely statistical.” (emphasis added)

Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162,
The Journal of the European Medical Writers Association.
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How’s your
husband?
Compared to
what?
medical
statistician
Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162,
The Journal of the European Medical Writers Association.
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The Highway Safety Manual
A toolkit
• Predictive method helps us account for those locations
that ‘just happened to experience higher or lower’ crash
frequencies
• Human factors
• And more…
Senn, S, 2009. Three things that every medical writer should know about statistics, The Write Stuff, Vol. 18, No.3, pp.159-162,
The Journal of the European Medical Writers Association.
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The HSM does not tell us what to do
“When we started Google’s people analytics group, our goal
was to make all people decisions based on data and
analytics. In the decade since then, we have seen some of
the limits of data-driven human resources decision. Our goal
now is to arm leaders with data and context so that they
feel more confident in their choices, but not to undercut
their role in the process. Today, our team’s mantra is to
help all people make decisions based on data and
analytics.” (emphasis added)
Case Study: Should an Algorithm Tell You Who to Promote? Jeffrey T. Polzer, Harvard Business Review, May–June 2018 Issue
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It is 1992. A state agency is busy with the preliminary design
of a bridge. The project team is reviewing different options
for the bridge cross section. One part of the bridge, 0.9-mi,
are located in liquefied soil and the team has to present a
proposal to the secretary of transportation.
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Option 1

Option 2
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• What is a good decision in safety
• What is a quality decision in safety
• Reliability of decisions – being certain that the outcomes
will be beneficial.
• Not at the expense of all else.
• So if we look across the system a $60 mil investment in
one location means that we can’t implement 60 $1MIL
projects
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WSDOT & science of safety
Learning culture
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We choose to…
• Use data-driven science based methods and tools to
inform our decisions
• Pay attention to reliability because if we’re spending
money more than we should or in the wrong place, we’re
not spending it where it can save lives
• Deliberately fight confirmation bias – be open to
challenging your own beliefs and perceptions about safety
performance
• Continue our efforts toward Target Zero (the Road to
Zero, Vision Zero, Toward Zero Deaths)
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Integrate & leverage research
• Learning culture – mid 1990s
• Science of safety is constantly evolving
– WSDOT’s focus and requirement to consider safety performance – we
want to make sure we’re using the latest knowledge about performance
and leverage advances in safety
– Example: SPF development for two lane rural highways & urban arterials
• Project developed four different sets of SPFs: from volume-based only screening
models to the most robust approach: random parameter models and severity
distribution models (include roadside characteristics)
• Currently working on implementation plan for making these SPFs part of our toolbox

– Example: Illumination reform

• Equipping our staff
– Custom training with different levels depending on role
– Continuing to update our policies, tools and guidelines
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The WSDOT story
An ongoing journey
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Executive order outlining
expectations and
approach

Sustainable Safety at WSDOT
• Needs based on quantitative assessment of system performance
• Solutions based on assessment of site specific contributing factors
• Based on current scientific methods for predicting crash risk and
reduction risk
• Substantive risk reduction
• Economically efficient

Systemic treatments since mid ‘90s
(e.g. cable median barriers, rumble strips)
80s & 90’s:
3R Companion Safety
Projects
• Priorities driven by Paving
Needs
• Approach to solutions was not
standardized across the
system
• Marginal risk reduction
• Marginal efficiency of reducing
system-wide crash risk

Marginal
safety

90’s to Oct 2015: Design
matrix approach
• Spot & corridor focus based on B/C
• One size fits all approach
• Standards based matrix driven
solutions
• Improved but still marginal risk
reduction
• Improved but marginal efficiency in
reducing risk

Standards-based
(nominal) safety

Nov 2015 through today
 Performance based design: new Design
Manual
 Safety analysis & performance integrated
as baseline performance
 Contributing factors review
 Solutions developed based on needs
 Quantitative analysis of performance
among alternatives
 Document decisions

Substantive safety (actual
anticipated performance)
Focus: fatal and serious injury crashes
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Sustainable Safety
Targeting fatal and serious injury crashes

Quantify safety performance
• Fatal & serious injury crashes
• Science-based methods
• Targeted solutions

Comprehensive
• Across activities agency-wide
• Based on contributing factors to fatal & serious injury
crashes
• 5E approach

Integrated
• Throughout project development
• Performance-driven across programs,
projects and activities

Incorporates context
Considers land-use, speed, and other
contextual factors

Multimodal
Pedestrians, bicyclists, large trucks, and other
vehicle types and user groups

Consistent statewide approach
Milton & Van Schalkwyk 2013

Safety performance measures; identification of system, corridors, and locations;
analytical methods and approaches; documentation and business processes.
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Implementing Sustainable Safety
Agency-wide, HQ & Regions

Each business unit has activities that impact system safety performance, whether it is a safety project or not.

Scoping & Pre-Design
Scoping &
Priority Programming

Reduce
fatalities &
serious
injuries
System &
Corridor Planning

Project Design & Construction

Operations &
Maintenance

Operations & Maintenance
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Operations &
Maintenance

Source: Milton and Van Schalkwyk (June 2016)
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Sustainable safety

A practical solutions approach to the Safety bucket

1

Where should we
focus our
investments?
System performance:
main characteristics

2

What should we
focus our
investments on?
Crash characteristics
•Users & vehicles; severity;
collision types; time of day
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What should we do
to maximize our
investment?
Goals: reduce fatal &
serious injury risk; and/or
reduce injury severity
Cost-effectiveness

System wide priority:
at the right place &
time
Distribution across
users and facility
types

Context
•Physical environment; vehicle
operating speeds & volumes;
land use & generators

Time scale (short,
medium or long-range)

Contributing factors

Design/ project
development/ activity
implementation

•Human: Errors, Risky behavior
•Environment: Weather,
Roadway geometry
•Vehicle: Type, size,

4
Did we get a return
on our investment?
Performance
(impact):
system, corridors, locations /
projects, treatment types

Evaluation
•Before-after analysis
•CMF development

Tradeoff decisions with
other policy goal areas
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Safety as a matrix
Chair: State Safety Engineer

Execs
Managers
10-year Safety Investment Plan
Other topics as identified

Staff

Forum for discussion, collaboration and consultation
with division and region staff for safety program,
data etc.

HSEC

Highway Safety
Executive
Committee

HSWG

Highway Safety
Working Group

HSIG

Highway Safety
Issue Group
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WSDOT Safety Investment Approach
Crash analysis
locations/corridors
Reactive

Priority array process

10-year plan

Intersection
Analysis Locations

State highway
investment
Proactive/Systemic

Local Safety
Investment

Highways & Local
Programs

Driven by Target
Zero Emphasis
Areas

County safety
plans required &
systemic
investment focused
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Safety
Program
for State
Highways

MAP-21 & FAST Act
Federal safety performance rulemaking

Statewide stakeholder and public engagement
process develops federally required Strategic
Highway Safety Plan

•
•

Safety performance metrics
Policy (federal and state)

WSDOT Target Zero Implementation Plan

Local public engagement & concerns from the
public

Corridor Sketch
Process

Field operational
assessments

10-year Plan of the WSDOT I-2 Safety Capital Program
RCW 47.05 (Priority Array)

Fatal and serious injury
crash reduction

Fatal and serious injury
crash prevention

(CAL, CAC, IAL)

(proactive)

I2 Safety Scoping Process
I2 Safety
Projects

I2 systemic investments
(low cost, systemic investments
in similar sites with higher risks)

Region traffic
engineering
staff
Low Cost
Enhancement
Program (Q)

Variety of activities,
for example:
• Maintenance
activities
• Policy and
operational
changes

6/16/17
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AASHTOWare SafetyAnalyst
Used for network screening of segments (step in process to identify CAL/CAC); used by some in scoping and
design for gathering crash data for analysis: crash data in SafetyAnalyst is updated once per year using the
annual snapshots for crash, roadway, and traffic volume data.

WSDOT TOOLS

WSDOT Crash Data Mart
• Most common way to access crash data
• Transportation Data & GIS Office updates weekly

Guides & references
•
•
•

WSDOT Crash Costs
• WSDOT CMF Short List
WSDOT Safety Guidance for Corridor Planning Studies
WSDOT Safety Analysis Guide

Highway Safety Manual Enhanced Spreadsheets
Analysis of safety performance of highway segments and intersections for three types of highways: Rural
Two-lane Two-way, Rural Multilane, and Urban-Suburban Arterial (Highway Safety Manual Chapters 10 -12)

Interchange Safety Analysis Tool enhanced (ISATe)
Freeways & interchanges (Highway Safety Manual Chapters 18 & 19)

Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM): Crash Prediction Module
(CPM)
• HSM Predictive Method across all chapters rolled into one tool & usually updated before the predictive chapters become
available
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Practical solutions
Our approach to achieving the WSDOT mission – how we plan, design, build, operate
and maintain the state’s transportation system. Our goal is to identify and solve problems
as quickly and inexpensively as possible. This approach uses performance-based, datadriven decision making and early community involvement to guide the development and
delivery of transportation investments. We will work with other state transportation service
providers to develop coordinated strategies for addressing preservation, safety,
mobility, economic vitality, and environmental performance goals.
Practical Solutions strategies include:
• Lowest lifecycle cost to preserve the system in a state of good repair
• Target Zero strategies for safety
• Transportation system management
• Demand management; and
• Capital project investment
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/about/practical-solutions/moving-washington-forward
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Practical design
Baseline Performance
System/Corridor Level Performance or Partnering Agency Performance Need

Understand Context
Contextual Performance
Segment level performance

Performance Priorities Identify trade-off potential
Possible Road Types
Mess around with the cross section, how can you best meet the various
performance categories

Regulatory Performance
Footprint better understood -what other performance areas are impacted

Alternative Refinement, Evaluate
Performance
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The big shift
Nominal safety is an
ABSOLUTE:
A design expert might
argue “a line in the sand
definition for what is safe
versus unsafe”

Less than full standards

CRASH RISK

Shift from a thinking
around full standards
as providing the
safety performance to
one that analyze
performance,
evaluate tradeoffs and
document decisions
rather than
documenting
deviations

Substantive
safety is a
quantifiable
CONTINUUM

Full standards

DESIGN DIMENSION
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Performance-based approaches
In planning, scoping, design, operations and maintenance
– Transitioning the way WSDOT does business  driven by a
deliberate process that considers performance
• Targeted solutions
• Evaluate tradeoffs

Redefining success: providing safety performance that is
sustainable AND reflects responsible spending
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Investments

Perspective

Performance

Programs

System wide
perspective

Economic vitality

Projects

Multimodal
perspective

Safety

Activities

Performance
based

Preservation

Mobility
Environment
Stewardship
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For our engineers &
planners at WSDOT:
1. TZ emphasis areas and priorities focus
our efforts and investments
2. TZ supports integration of safety
performance into planning and project
development
3. TZ helps us focus our investment
approach, through the good and the
challenging times
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Decision and
Performance
Improvement

Target Zero Emphasis areas

Priority 1. Traffic Data Systems
Decision Improvement
Priority 1. EMS and Trauma
Response
Performance Improvement
Priority 1. Evaluation, Analysis,
and Diagnosis
Decision and Performance
Improvement

High Risk Behavior

From the 2016 Target Zero Plan

Priority 1. Impairment Involved
Priority 1. Speeding Involved
Priority 2. Distraction Involved
Priority 2: Unrestrained
Occupants
Priority 2. Unlicensed Driver
Involved
Priority 3. Drowsy Driver
Involved

Crash Type
Priority 1. Lane Departure
• Run-off-the-road crashes
• Opposite direction crashes
Priority 1. Intersection Related

Road Users
Priority 1. Young Drivers 16-25
Involved
Priority 2. Motorcyclists
Priority 2. Pedestrians
Priority 3. Older drivers 70+
Involved
Priority 3. Heavy Truck Involved
Priority 3. Bicyclists

Other Monitored
Emphasis Areas
Wildlife
Work Zone
Vehicle-Train
School-bus Involved

Priority Level 1
emphasis areas
include decision
and performance
improvement; and
factors occurring
in at least 30% of
statewide fatalities
or serious injuries.
Priority Level 2
emphasis areas
are factors
occurring in at
least 10% of
statewide fatalities
or serious injuries.
Priority Level 3
emphasis areas
are factors
occurring in less
than 10% of
statewide fatalities
or serious injuries.
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Linkages between Target Zero and
what we do at WSDOT
Sets expectations
WSDOT
Sustainable
Safety policy

Safety
performance
measures, safety
analysis

Practical
Solutions

MAP-21, FAST
Act, FHWA
rulemaking on
safety
performance
measures

WSDOT
Design
Manual, July
2016

Legislative requirements
• Design Manual: Project baseline
safety performance: fatal and
serious injury crashes

• Project baseline safety
performance: fatal and serious
injury crashes
• Recognize some of these
crashes may be less likely to be
correctable through
infrastructure (multidisciplinary)
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“we are doing this because of safety”
Sustainable safety approaches require us to question
our presumptions about safety
• Really? Is it impacting fatal and serious injury crashes?
• Do we have evidence and data to back up our choice to
spend more? (not the other way around)
• Doing it ‘the way we used to’ will not reduce risk.
• Consistency across the department (including the way we
prioritize) allows us to manage risk & reduce liability.
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Ultimately…

Past until
Nov 2015

Standards based approach
with some quantification
with the Highway Safety
Manual

Future
state
Designing self-explaining roadways
using knowledge about the user &
quantitative analysis to inform our
decisions about design element choices
& how we operate the system
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Our Training Approach
Practical Solutions
Highway Safety Manual Training
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Decision Package:
Practical Solutions HSM Training
• Make safety data & analysis training part of the package to
train and prepare our staff to deliver practical solutions
– Recognition of the role of safety analysis
– Recognition that we did not have the resources
– Recognition that a one size fits all approach doesn’t work
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Practical Solutions HSM Training
Target audiences, topics and goals of WA legislatively supported training
Topic

Goal(s)

Practical Solutions Fundamentals – 15min
(CORE)

Project development teams, (e.g.
design and traffic operations) and
scoping teams

Basics of processes, tools and outputs

Fundamentals of analysis
and selecting
countermeasures

Develop a fundamental understanding of
safety in practical solutions,
Target Zero and sustainable safety, and how
they all fit together
Enables managers to know that they need to ask,
what they need to ask for and how to use what
they get from safety analysis experts

Understand the fundamentals of safety performance in practical
solutions, the role of the HSM, tools and processes; and be able to
perform basic analysis and complete core documentation

LEVEL D

Advanced
analysis

Safety analysis experts in the region and at HQ

Expertise outcome

LEVEL A

Process managers, team
leads for planning studies,
and project development
teams (e.g. design and
traffic operations)

LEVEL C

Everyone

LEVEL B

Audience

Perform detailed safety analysis in the planning and project development
process (including design and traffic operations)
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Opportunities
Thoughts about the future
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It takes a village
People
•
•
•
•

Collaboration
Relationships
Trust
Breaking down
silos
• Common good
approach
• Employee
engagement
matters

Data

Tools

• Enterprise
management of
data as an asset
• Prioritize what we
collect & optimize
collection,
processing,
management
• Delivery to the
customer
• Automatically
feeding tools

• Make it easy!
• Build in quality
controls
• Standard
reporting
• Set clear
expectations for
when and how to
use (don’t waste
their time)
• No excuses
approach: we
commit to doing a
great job up front
to support our
regions and
project
development staff
& feedback loops

Policies and
processes
• Implement a
consistent vision
across the
agency: what
does success look
like
• Reasonable
policies (data and
analysis tools are
available)
• Allows for
flexibility and
consistency
• Support
transparency (be
fair)

Learning culture
• Growth mindset
• Supporting team
members across
divisions
• Working together
to learn
• Open to diverse
perspectives
• Challenging our
own deeply held
beliefs
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Asset management
• Opportunities to add analysis to drive our investment choices based
on
– Lifecycle cost
• Our capital investments impacts maintenance and preservation costs
• The ‘unseen’ burden to others in the department
• Giving our public the biggest bang for the buck

– Actual performance
– Feedback loops (in-service performance evaluation of our roadside
hardware for example)

• Adding benefits from analytical approaches to support:
– Identification of locations that would benefit most
– Prioritization of investments
– Evaluation of investment decisions
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Advances in how we manage data
• Moving into a space where:
– Data integration is effortless (seamless) for the user because:
• Data managed in a spatial and temporal environment
• Tracking changes to the system over time
• Analysis time requirements are low  automated, intuitive: our staff focus their effort
on the big picture and tradeoffs

– Our assets installed based on safety performance
• Location & condition
• Lifecycle needs
• Performance over time & particular context

• Ultimately we are able use objective measures to determine where
and how to invest, maintain, and operate our system, particularly
when it comes to safety performance without excessive burden of
time and cost
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You
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You are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The HSIP manager for a $100MIL program
The lead for a team that has $20MIL for low cost improvements
Leading a corridor planning study
Developing policies, processes, and tools for planning, project
development, operations, system management, asset management
Leading the maintenance/preservation program/ priorities
Leading TSMO projects
Reviewing/performing safety analysis
Working on asset management efforts
Scoping projects
Prioritizing projects
Reviewing change management requests to projects
….
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“The work you do is
important. In other jobs their
mistakes usually don’t
matter much, but when you
make a mistake, people can
die or get seriously hurt”
- Charlize, 9-yr old
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Your work matter.
You can literally make a difference
between life and death.
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You’re part of something really big
32 states across disciplines: safety, planning, environment, design, traffic operations

A network of colleagues and state
DOTs: share experiences & pool
resources
• People
• Policies
• Processes
• Tools/technology & data
FHWA and AASHTO as partners in
DDSA: working across areas in data,
research, tools, guidelines, and
legislation to support progress
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HSM Pooled Fund
• One of the reasons you’re here: the HSM Pooled Fund
states voted for the peer exchange!
• Many of the products discussed in this peer exchange
were funded or identified as a need by the Pooled Fund
states. A way to leverage our limited resources.
• If you are not yet a partner, we’d love for you to consider.
Jerry Roche, Jerry.Roche@fhwa.dot.gov, 515-233-7323
http://www.pooledfund.org/Details/Study/484
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Looking ahead
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We live and work in exciting times
• An incredible opportunity to leverage data analysis and
science
• Data, computing power, and statistical methods are
allowing us to improve the reliability of our insights into
‘how the world works’
• New discoveries will challenge us  are you up to the
challenge?
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The evolution of our thinking about
safety performance
• Effects are not just ‘bad’ or ‘good’: it becomes ‘it depends’
– The context: the effect may not be fixed: may vary
– The target crash type and/or severity
– The extent to which we collect data about the feature we’re
asking questions about (if we don’t collect and maintain
enterprise datasets on our bicycle lanes or pedestrian
crosswalks or signal settings then these can’t be studied as
easily => high research cost & likely only a subset of
types/contexts/ application environments
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Never believe that a few caring
people can’t change the world.
For, indeed, that’s all who ever
have.
— Margaret Mead
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Questions?
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